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Principles and Practices of Industrial Administration 
A summary of classical-conventional organization 
  Theories and Method« 

A. Introduction, 

1. The purpose of this summary paper is to provide background 
material sufficient to open a discussion on the method normally used today 

»both in Government and industry" xo build up their organisations. 

2. During the discussion it will be assumed that the organisation 
structure of a ministry and an induatrial fi• to a certain extent are alike. 

3. A repetition will be made of the theories of organisation. 

Definition, will be checked, various models discussed and conclusions drawn 

as to the advantages and weaknesses in the classical-conventional approaches. 

4. At this stage, the details of the concept of administration 
will not be treat«!.    It may, however, be remembered that Fayol, perhaps th. 

most quoted author in hi. field, onoe upon a time defined the concept of 

administration as a combination of the following activities of a mini.try, 
a firm, a department or a seotion» 

i« planning 

Ü. organisation 
iii. co-ordination 

iv. directing 

v. controlling 

In thi. pap«., *, „m 0ono.ntrat. on th. organisation aspect and sot» 
adherent oono.pt.. 

5.    la two subsequent summary papers, di.ou.sion smerlai on 

i.   new approaches to th. study and functionln« 
of *n organisation; and 

ii.   new approach., to organi.« and administrât, a ministry 
er Oov.rnm.nt department ^ 

will b. presented. 
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B. The objective.    The organization chart. 

6. In all the literature, it is assumed that the role of an organisation 
is to strive towards fulfillment of an objective (W-35).    In doing BO,  the 

organization (W-36) performs a series of activities (W-Ol).   These,  in turn, are 
distributed between a number of-components (W-I4). 

7. The relation between the components is shown by the use of an 

organization chart  (W-37).   This is a kind of a model (W-34) by use of which it is 

possible to analyze and discuss the nothods for contacts between the components. 

8. The components of an organization are given various kinds of oontents, 

also the oontents am be shifted in between them.    In addition, the componente can 

be put together in different combinations.   As a result, we get models that are 

different from each other.    We express the different ways that exist to build 
up and run an organization. 

9. The prototype of an organization chart is shown in Appendice OO4, 

part a).    In this way, the various organization levels (W-33) are shown.    Example 
to be discussed (X-OI5). 

Principles for the division of work and the responsibilities of the 
components (the horizontal and vertical approaches) will be analyzed (X-016). 

It may be noted that job assignments onoe given to a particular division, depart- 
mtnt, .ection or post, often remain unchanged.    Ia such a method sufficiently 
flexible? *; 

C. Delegation of authority and responsibility. 

. 10.   The organization chart also indicates the division of authority 

(IMO).   Peat, at higher levels involve more power.   To be discussed 1   What U the 
re*l coao.pt of powor, ahould authority always be comprate* to a few pott, at 
^t^tralUation („-05),   ^^ w th- ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ 
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s. Line, staff, functional and oommittee type of organisation. 
(W-29, 48, 19, 11). 

11. Conventionally, four different types of organisation exist. 

The principle of each will be disoussed. In most cases, an organisation is put 

together as a combination of line, staff and committee components. The proto- 

type of Buoh an organisation is shown in chart 004 (parts b) and o) ). It will 

be discussed how the various components function individually (X-017), also 

how they should work in an integrated manner (X-018). 

fi. Job and job description. 

12.   A division, a department or a section (all of them art considered 

to be a component), each is supposed to have its own particular task to perform. 

Alternatively,  it is also assumed that eaoh individual employee has a 
particular job to perform. 

At this job level, an important matter has to be decided upon. 

Should a speoifio description (W-28) be prepared for each job and consequently 

a suitable person reoruited to fit its profile, or alternatively, should a 

"goo* "»a" be recruited and it thereupon be left to him to develop and establish 

the work oontent of the job he is going to be responsible for?   This question 
will be analysed more in detail (X-019). 

F. Co-ordination, oo-operation, decision making. 

13.   The oo-ordiaation work (W-08) is a conceptual part of 

adninistretion m presented by Fayol.   The concept is also important in ite 

studies of the principles and practices of an organisation. 

Co-ordination conventionally means that the tasks of the various 

eoflBoasnts as well M tke working interrelationship in between them should 

it proptrtteaed in wmk * manner that the goal of the organisation is obtained 

«at* *» Is*»* «out* «f efforts, with the least possible «sount of vasti. 

fli (Vilwftli* involve* » deeislon naking prooess of a very systesatio attui*, i.«# 

* WW ewnlipüg of mtk betwsttt the oonponents. M* will oorn backte 
T'^^JPW* ts>MMMileiui *k$k Hit Aisoussion of the decision making uniiissj. 
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15.   Co-operation U oftaii th. working approach in an organisation 
«»t i. not «triotly us in« job daaeriptiona.    Such an organisation nay not 
always ba th« moat affioiant on«.   Tha introduction and application of tata 
of oo-ordihation rula« in combination with wall dafinad peata togathar 
ooaatituta tha foundation for on affioiant organisation.   Can an organisation, 
particularly xhon it i. growing, ba fully affioiant (X-CCO)? 
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